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Three-dimensional modeling of capsule implosions in OMEGA
tetrahedral hohlraums
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Tetrahedral hohlraums have been proposed as a means for achieving the highly uniform implosions
needed for ignition with inertial confinement fusion~ICF! @J. D. Schnittman and R. S. Craxton,
Phys. Plasmas3, 3786 ~1996!#. Recent experiments on the OMEGA laser system have achieved
good drive uniformity consistent with theoretical predictions@J. M. Wallaceet al., Phys. Rev. Lett.
82, 3807 ~1999!#. To better understand these experiments and future investigations of
high-convergence ICF implosions, the three-dimensional~3-D! view-factor codeBUTTERCUP has
been expanded to model the time-dependent radiation transport in the hohlraum and the
hydrodynamic implosion of the capsule. Additionally, a 3-D postprocessor has been written to
simulate x-ray images of the imploded core. DespiteBUTTERCUP’s relative simplicity, its predictions
for radiation drive temperatures, fusion yields, and core deformation show close agreement with
experiment. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~00!01807-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

To achieve ignition and gain in inertial confinement f
sion ~ICF!, one must compress a spherical target with
highly uniform drive mechanism.1–3 Perturbations in the
drive can lead to a distorted fuel core as well as hydro
namic instabilities, which cause the colder ablator materia
mix with the fuel in the central hot spot, effectively quenc
ing the nuclear burn.4–6 The direct-drive approach to achiev
ing this uniform implosion uses an intense laser pulse
ablate a glass or plastic shell and compress the fuel in
like a spherical rocket.7 The nonuniformities inherent in th
laser beam tend to imprint the target with a ‘‘seed’’ that c
cause debilitating hydrodynamic instabilities. To avoid the
high-spatial-frequency perturbations, the lasers can alte
tively be pointed at the inside of a high-Z cavity called a
hohlraumthat converts the laser energy into a smooth x-
radiation field, which then compresses a similar caps
again through a rocket-type ablation.2 Traditionally, these
hohlraums have utilized a cylindrical geometry with two l
ser entrance holes~LEHs! and azimuthal symmetry. Re
cently, an alternative hohlraum geometry with four LEHs
a spherical case has been proposed as a means for prod
an extremely uniform radiation drive.8,9 These ‘‘tetrahedral
hohlraums’’ are particularly well suited for experiments
the University of Rochester’s OMEGA laser facility10 since
the soccer-ball geometry of the target chamber posse
multiple beam configurations with perfect tetrahedral sy
metry.

Early tetrahedral hohlraum experiments on OMEGA11

have investigated the basic symmetry properties and un
mity of capsule implosions, the radiation drive temperatur
and the effect of high convergence on neutron yield deg
dation. Most of these experiments have used thin-wa
gold hohlraums with standard Nova implosion capsules fil
with DD gas. The best results have been obtained from h
raums with an inner diameter of 2800mm, LEH diameter of
2961070-664X/2000/7(7)/2964/14/$17.00
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700 mm, and typical capsule outer diameter of 550mm ~see
Fig. 1!. The 60 OMEGA beams enter the hohlraum in fo
groups with 15 beams through each LEH. These 15 be
form three rings with various angles of incidence, nam
23.2° ~6 beams!, 47.8° ~6 beams!, and 58.8°~3 beams!. As
with cylindrical hohlraums, the beam pointing is constrain
by minimum clearance requirements in order to avoid
sorption and/or refraction through the plasma ablating off
capsule or the hohlraum wall. Tetrahedral hohlraums have
additional pointing constraint, that of clearing an opposi
LEH in order to avoid forming plasma blowoff that woul
interfere with incoming beams. Unlike cylindrical hoh
raums, however, the spherical geometry of the tetrahe
design eliminates the possibility of ‘‘glint’’~irradiation of
the capsule by laser light specularly reflected off the ho
raum wall at early times!.12

The OMEGA soccer-ball geometry has numerous gro
rotational symmetries, including that of each Platonic so
The tetrahedral symmetry group is itself embedded in
larger, dodecahedral group where the 60 beams can be
vided into 12 sets of 5 independent beams; therefore, po
ing coordinates must be calculated for only 5 differe
beams, and the rest are determined by rotations in
dodecahedral symmetry group. This property provides so
inherent symmetry advantages for the tetrahedral hohlra
causing alll 51, 2, and 5 spherical-harmonic components
the radiation drive to be identically zero.8 For the specific
hohlraum designs used in this paper, the x-ray drive nonu
formity on the capsule (s rms) is almost entirely dominated
by the Y32 spherical harmonic mode9,13 and, in the optimal
designs, is less than 1% during most of the laser pulse. T
highly uniform drive has been confirmed by x-ray images
imploded cores that are essentially round to within the re
lution of the instrument.11

Despite the remarkable symmetry properties of tetra
dral hohlraums, the cylindrical design has been traditiona
4 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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2965Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 7, July 2000 Three-dimensional modeling of capsule implosions . . .
dominant in the ICF field, largely because of its azimuth
symmetry. Thus, cylindrical hohlraums can be modeled
curately in a two-dimensional~2-D! geometry, while the tet-
rahedral hohlraum is inherently a three-dimensional~3-D!
problem. Considering the complexity of even a 2-D radiat
hydrodynamics code,14 it is understandable that there has n
been significant interest in the 3-D tetrahedral hohlraums
til only recently. With the recent progress in developing d
tailed 3-D codes,5 however, tetrahedral hohlraums offer a
ideal test-bed for theoretical and experimental compariso
As part of this effort, we have written a 3-D view-factor cod
called BUTTERCUP that includes radiation transport in th
hohlraum and a hydrodynamic treatment of the capsule
plosion. Because of the highly uniform nature of these i
plosions, basic 3-D effects can be accurately modeled as
turbations on a one-dimensional~1-D! model. We will
explain this pseudo-3D modeling technique in greater de
below.

Although BUTTERCUP does not model laser–plasma i
teractions in the hohlraum or the motion of the gold wall,
simplicity is perhaps its most powerful trait, allowing fo
repeated calculations over a wide range of input parame
and thus making it ideal for target design. For example,
dimensions and pointing parameters for the hohlraums
scribed in Ref. 11 were largely based on results ofBUTTER-

CUP calculations. Further, by using a simple energy diffus
model, BUTTERCUP can predict the time-varying radiatio
drive temperatureTr(t) in the hohlraum. This agrees close
with experimental measurements as well as with more
phisticated hydrodynamic code calculations. Neutron yie
have also been calculated by 1-D and pseudo-3D models
agree well with initial experimental results. Additionally,
postprocessor has been written to simulate x-ray image
the imploded capsule’s self-emission. Comparisons with
theoretical core shapes and experimental images pro
valuable new insight into the relationship between a 3-D f
core and its 2-D image and show in particular how a 3
distortion may be emphasized or smoothed out.

Ultimately, the success of tetrahedral hohlraum exp
ments on OMEGA will help to determine the feasibility of
tetrahedral ignition design for the National Ignition Facili
~NIF!. While the NIF laser port geometry lacks true tetrah
dral symmetry, the addition of equatorial direct-drive po

FIG. 1. Schematic of the thin-walled tetrahedral hohlraums used
OMEGA implosion experiments. One of four laser entrance holes~LEHs! is
shown with beams entering at three different angles~23.2°, 47.8°, and
58.8°!. The standard Nova capsule has a 550mm outer diameter and a
55-mm-thick CH shell and is filled with 50 atm of DD gas.
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allows for a possible design that can focus 44 of the
beams into a tetrahedral hohlraum and still provide excel
drive uniformity.9

In describingBUTTERCUPand its results, we will follow
a course of increasing complexity, starting in Sec. II with
explanation of a static view-factor model that assume
single albedo over the hohlraum wall. This includes a ze
dimensional implosion model, enabling the time-depend
uniformity on the capsule to be predicted for different tet
hedral hohlraum designs on OMEGA, given the albedo a
function of time. In Sec. III we introduce a time-depende
model for the laser deposition and radiation transport into
wall of the hohlraum, which allows the time-dependent u
formity and radiation temperatureTr(t) to be calculated di-
rectly without reference to the albedo. Section IV discus
in detail a pseudo-3D radiation-hydrodynamic model for t
capsule implosion that predicts convergence ratios, lo
order core distortions, and fusion yields. Section V descri
a 3-D radiation postprocessor that allows direct compari
between theoretical and experimental results.

The main conclusion~Sec. VI! is that a relatively simple
code can make reasonably accurate predictions of hohlr
temperatures, radiation drive uniformity, and the effects
core distortion and high convergence ratio on neutron yi
degradation.BUTTERCUPproves to be immediately useful no
only in experimental planning and interpretation, but also
an important tool for aiding in the development of mor
sophisticated 3-D ICF codes.

II. FUNDAMENTAL FEATURES OF THE CODE
BUTTERCUP

The most basic features ofBUTTERCUPinclude the abil-
ity to trace rays from multiple laser beams in a thre
dimensional hohlraum and a view-factor algorithm to calc
late the resulting radiation uniformity on the surface of t
fuel capsule.9 Both cylindrical and tetrahedral hohlraums ca
be modeled in a fully 3-D geometry. In the tetrahedral g
ometry, the four LEHs are located at the angular coord
ates ~u,f!5@~54.7°,0°!, ~54.7°,180°!, ~125.3°,90°!, and
~125.3°,270°!#, while in the cylindrical geometry, the axis o
the hohlraum is taken to be alongu50°. The methods de-
scribed below apply equally well for either geometry, but w
will be concerned primarily with the tetrahedral orientatio

First, each laser beam is divided into a large number
individual rays, each with an equal fraction of the total dri
power. The OMEGA beams are treated as circular co
with an f /6 focus. For hohlraum experiments on OMEG
the direct-drive phase plates are removed, giving a laser
size of about 50mm in diameter at best focus. Once the bea
is divided up, each individual ray is traced from an initi
position and direction through the hohlraum, allowing mu
tiple geometric reflections with a small amount of rando
scattering until all the energy in the ray has been absor
~usually no more than two bounces!. When the ray hits the
hohlraum wall, it deposits a fractionA(u i) of its total energy,
given by

A~u i !512exp~2b cosr u i !, ~1!

r
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where the parameterb determines the absorption at norm
incidence and the parameterr gives the angular dependenc
In the absence of an accurate experimental determinatio
A(u i) in a hohlraum, we taker 51 andb53. These param-
eters give an absorption of 90% foru i540° ~thus 99% after
two bounces!, consistent with Nova data.15 Of the laser en-
ergy absorbed by the wall, typically 60%–70% is re-emitt
as x-ray radiation; the rest is lost to hydrodynamic mot
and heating of the hohlraum wall. In this static model,
laser energy is deposited along the beam path and the
evolution of the gold plasma is not simulated. The effect
wall motion on the irradiation uniformity can be modeled
repeating the ray-trace calculation with the same laser po
ing but using different hohlraum dimensions, such as mi
be obtained from 1-D hydrodynamic calculations of a tet
hedral hohlraum or 2-D calculations of a cylindrical hoh
raum. However, for the results reported in this paper, w
motion was not taken into account.

Despite these simplifications, we can still estimate
single background radiation temperatureTr by assuming an
equilibrium Planckian radiation field in the hohlraum cavit
Following Ref. 9, the temperatureTr is calculated with a
basic energy equation16–18 that balances the power enterin
the radiation field from the laser source and the power
from the radiation field through the LEHs and absorption
the walls and capsule:

Plash l5sTr
4~NAh1bwAw1bcAc!, ~2!

wherePlas is the total laser power absorbed by the case,h l is
the conversion efficiency from the laser to x rays in the
diation field, s is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, and t
term (NAh1bwAw1bcAc) may be thought of as the effec
tive area of the hohlraum. The quantitiesAh , Aw , andAc are
the areas of a LEH, the wall, and the capsule, respectively
a hohlraum withN holes. The quantitybw is defined as 1
2aw , whereaw is the wall albedo, the fraction of the x-ra
energy incident on the hohlraum wall that is reradiated i
the hohlraum cavity;bc ~512ac , whereac is the capsule
albedo! is similarly defined. The wall albedoaw increases
with time and, at the peak of the laser pulse, is typically
for OMEGA and 0.9 for the NIF. The capsule albedoac is
taken here to be small~0.1!. The x-ray conversion efficiency
h l generally depends on irradiation conditions and is take
be 0.65 here. The wall albedo may be calculated as a fu
tion of time and location on the hohlraum wall~see Sec. III!;
however, it is often useful to assume a single, spatially
variant albedo that characterizes the average hohlraum
ditions at a given time. We make this single-albedo assu
tion in this section.

For a given albedo,BUTTERCUPcalculates the blackbod
emission from each pointr on the hohlraum wall by com
bining a spatially uniform background radiation sourcesTr

4

with the absorbed laser intensityI l(r ) at that point. The ac-
tual emitted fluxI e(r ) depends on the wall albedo and th
x-ray conversion efficiency:9

I e~r !5awsTr
41h l I l~r !, ~3a!

where the spatial dependence ofI e(r ) and I l(r ) has been
explicitly retained. In this model the wall treats the x-ray a
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laser sources independently, i.e., a fractionaw of the radia-
tion flux sTr

4 incident upon the wall from the cavity and
fraction h l of the laser fluxI l(r ) absorbed in the wall are
emitted into the cavity. The quantityh l as defined here in-
cludes the combined effects of the conversion of the
sorbed laser energy to x rays and reradiation from the w

To illustrate this, suppose that the laser were conver
to x rays in the plasma with efficiencyh l8 and the reasonable
assumption were made that half were emitted outward fr
the wall and half were directed inward to be re-emitted w
an albedoaw8 . ~The use of a differentaw8 allows for the x-ray
energy fraction reradiated from the laser source to dif
from that reradiated from the cavity radiation source.! Equa-
tion 3~a! would then become

I e~r !5awsTr
41 1

2~11aw8 !h l8I l~r !, ~3b!

giving

h l5
1
2~11aw8 !h l8 . ~3c!

It is also worth noting that Eq.~3a!, when integrated over the
wall, provides two source terms for the radiation field in t
cavity, awsTr

4Aw and h l Plas, consistent with Eq.~2!, con-
firming that the same value ofh l must be used in both equa
tions.

Assuming a Lambertian source, Eq.~3a! permits a
brightness~spectrally integrated power/unit area/unit so
angle! Be(r )5I e(r )/p that is independent of direction to b
defined at all points on the hohlraum wall.BUTTERCUPthen
uses a 3-D view-factor algorithm9,19–23to calculate the radia-
tion drive uniformity on the capsule. For each point on t
surface of the capsule, the total incident radiation-drive
tensity I (u,f) is determined by integrating the brightne
Be(r ) of the wall over all solid angles, as seen by the ca
sule, for the entire visible hemisphere. The radiation drive
a function of time can be determined by using time-varyi
input values for the laser pulse shapePlas(t) and the albedo
aw(t); the latter can be inferred from experimental measu
ments, calculated directly as in Sec. III, or imported from
calculation by a hydrocode. For a given pulse shape,
albedo is only weakly dependent on the hohlraum irradiat
geometry. Theoretical and experimental Nova results
thus be applied to OMEGA hohlraums with a fair level
accuracy.

Since the radiation uniformity on the capsule depen
largely on the ratio of the hohlraum radius to the caps
radius,2,8,20 the changing size of the imploding capsule mu
be considered when calculating the time-dependent d
uniformity. To do this, a zero-dimensional~0-D! ‘‘rocket
model’’ is employed, treating the capsule as a thin shell w
a time-varying radiusr shell(t) and massm(t). Following
Lindl,2 we use scaling laws that relate the ablation press
Pa (dyn/cm2) and the mass ablation rateṁ (g/cm2/s) to pow-
ers ofTr(t) ~as measured in hundreds of electron volts!:

Pa~ t !55.131012Tr
3.5~ t !,

ṁ~ t !55.93105Tr
3~ t !,

~4!Pgas~ t !57.73102r shell
25 ,

m~ t ! r̈ shell~ t !524pr shell
2 @Pa~ t !2Pgas~ t !#,
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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wherePgasis the internal gas pressure of the capsule, ass
ing adiabatic heating of the fuel. The radius of the shellr shell

is measured in centimeters and the timet in seconds. This
simple model has been found to predict remarkably accu
implosion trajectories, giving a stagnation time of 3 ns
PS22 in close agreement with experiment. Coupling
view-factor vacuum radiation transport with the time-varyi
capsule radius then gives a prediction for the time-depen
radiation-drive uniformity on the capsule.

Figure 2 shows the spatial uniformity of the x-ray driv
incident on the capsule as a function of time for two differe
tetrahedral designs. The dashed curves are the result o
radiation source as determined from Eqs.~2! and ~3a!
coupled to the 0-D rocket model. The time-dependent alb
used in Eqs.~2! and ~3a! was obtained from the wall
diffusion model described in Sec. III. The results of this d
fusion model are shown as the solid curves. Since the n
uniformity is typically dominated~.90%! by the Y32

spherical-harmonic mode, we show only the contribut
from s32, where the totals rms is defined as in Ref. 22:

s rms
2 [(

l ,m
s lm

2 . ~5!

For both designs, Fig. 2 shows a noticeable improvemen
drive uniformity later in time. This is primarily a conse
quence of the converging capsule radius. Note that
simple energy-balance calculation agrees quite well with

FIG. 2. Predicted drive uniformity on the capsule in a tetrahedral hohlra
Thes rms present in the dominant spherical harmonic modeY32 is plotted vs
time for ~a! the initial scale-1 design for a 1 nssquare pulse and~b! the
optimized scale-1.2 PS22 design. The amplitude ofs32 gives the rms non-
uniformity when all other modes are absent. The dashed curves were
duced by the energy-balance model described in Sec. II, and the solid c
were calculated by the wall-diffusion model described in Sec. III.
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more detailed wall-diffusion calculation throughout most
the laser pulse. At early times, the single-albedo assump
of the energy-balance model breaks down since the en
that should be confined to a few small laser-heated spo
spread over the entire hohlraum wall, predicting a more u
form drive. The effect of this early nonuniformity on targ
performance is not expected to be significant, however, s
little energy irradiates the capsule at these times. Also,
~2! implies that, after the laser turns off, the radiation te
perature ~and thus the drive nonuniformity! immediately
goes to zero, while in reality the hohlraum wall acts as a h
reservoir, radiating stored energy well after the end of
laser pulse. This is important for the targets discussed in
following, where peak compression and neutron product
occur several hundred picoseconds after the end of the l
pulse.

The first experimental tetrahedral hohlraums~shot on
OMEGA in March 1997! were designed to have the sam
surface area and total LEH area as a standard cylindr
Nova hohlraum, thus giving comparable drive temperatu
for the same laser pulse. This ‘‘scale-1’’ tetrahedral ho
raum hadRcase51150mm andRLEH5450mm. The predicted
radiation-drive uniformity of 2%–3% for a 1 nsflattop pulse
was certainly good by most ICF standards,24,25 but the tetra-
hedral geometry on OMEGA was capable of much be
uniformity. With the help of BUTTERCUP, the tetrahedral
hohlraum was redesigned to give the best-possible drive
formity while still maintaining reasonable radiation temper
tures and sufficient clearance for the laser beams.26 The op-
timized design, known as a scale-1.2 hohlraum, h
Rcase51400mm, RLEH5350mm and different laser pointing
parameters. The optimized design had a total LEH area
1.54 mm2, a little less than the 2.26 mm2 of a standard Nova
hohlraum. Additionally, the shaped laser pulse PS22 w
used to achieve more efficient implosions and reduce las
plasma instabilities in the hohlraum. Figures 2~a! and 2~b!
correspond to the initial and optimized designs, respectiv

The difference between a peak drive uniformity of 3
and one of 1% is apparent when comparing experime
images of the imploded cores, as shown in Fig. 3. The ini
design, withs32;3% at the peak of the drive, results in
core with a clear triangular shape@Fig. 3~a!#, corresponding

.

ro-
es

FIG. 3. Experimental x-ray images~Ref. 11! of imploded capsule cores fo
the drive conditions of Fig. 2, viewed through a LEH. The initial design~a!
has a predicted average drive uniformity ofs32;2% – 3%, causing a char
acteristic triangular core, while the optimized design~b! produced a nearly
round core with a drive uniformity ofs32,1%. The three points in the
triangular image are oriented toward the other three LEHs. Image~a! was
taken with a time-integrating pinhole camera and image~b! with an x-ray
framing camera.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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to weaker drive pressure at the points on the capsule
directly face the LEHs. The resulting 3-D tetrahedron-sha
core looks like a triangle when viewed along the axis of o
of its vertices~through a LEH!. With the optimized design
the imploded core is almost perfectly round@Fig. 3~b!#, rep-
resenting one of the most uniform indirect-drive implosio
recorded to date.

The optimized design for OMEGA benefits from a f
vorable ratio of the case radius to the capsule radius.
tradeoff is a lower coupling efficiency due to the;40% extra
wall area. However, the tetrahedral geometry on OMEG
has the advantage that all 60 beams can be used, comp
with a maximum of 40 for cylindrical hohlraums. On th
NIF, the tradeoff between uniformity and efficiency will be
key issue, especially for capsules with the larger conv
gence ratios that will be required.

III. RADIATION TRANSPORT AND DIFFUSION

The simple zero-dimensional model described in Sec
works well for designing hohlraum targets and estimating
radiation-drive uniformity, but it has some significant sho
comings. For one, the assumption of a single, spatially in
pendent albedo tends to break down early in the laser pu
when the cold, unirradiated sections of the wall typica
have a much lower albedo than the laser-heated spots27,28

The energy-balance model also fails at later times, after
end of the laser pulse, giving a radiation temperature of z
Additionally, the dependence on an external calculation
experimental measurement of the time-varying albedo lim
BUTTERCUP’s ability to scan through a wide variety of puls
shapes and hohlraum designs. Finally, while the predic
time-dependent drive uniformity agrees qualitatively w
experimental data, it unfortunately does not provide a me
for quantitative comparison.

To address these limitations,BUTTERCUP has been ex-
panded to model the gold wall as a 2-D grid of mass e
ments, each with a different temperature profile and radia
brightness. Each point on this 2-D grid is treated as a se
rate problem in 1-D planar geometry, with the radiati
transport into the wall modeled by solving an energy dif
sion equation. The boundary zone of each 1-D section
driven by a radiation source from other portions of the ho
raum wall and, for the directly irradiated sections, a la
source. The deposited energy then propagates into the
~along x! according to the diffusion equation, assuming
single radiation and matter temperatureTw(x,t) at each point
in the wall. This treatment is similar to that of Tsakiris,27

except that he used 1-D self-similar solutions rather th
individual 1-D calculations.

Following Rosen29,30 we use the diffusion equation

]

]t
~re!5

]

]x F c

3
lR

]

]x
~aTw

4 !G ~6a!

in the interior of the wall, and apply
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to the boundary zone. Herere is the energy density of the
wall material~ergs/cm3!, which scales asTw

1.5, the diffusion
coefficient is1

3clR, andaTw
4 @a54s/c# is the radiant energy

density. The Rosseland mean free pathlR is given as a func-
tion of temperature and density.29 The last term in Eq.~6b! is
the radiation flux seen by the point on the wall, integrat
over all solid angles~i.e., over all other boundary zones o
the hohlraum wall!. This term couples together all the ind
vidual 1-D diffusion calculations: Each boundary zone em
into the hohlraum cavity a fluxsTw

4 (r ) ~brightness
sTw

4 (r )/p!, of which a large fraction provides a source f
other boundary zones and a smaller fraction is lost to
capsule and LEHs.

In Eq. ~6b!, Dx is the thickness of the boundary zon
where the energy from the laser and radiation source term
deposited. In the limit ofDx→0 the left-hand side of Eq
~6b! tends to zero~i.e., the boundary cell has negligible he
capacity! and Eq.~6b! then acts as a boundary condition o
]Tw

4 /]x for the diffusion equation. It is for this reason th
the numerical solutions of Eq.~6! are convergent~i.e., inde-
pendent ofDx! asDx→0. In this limit, the laser source an
the incident radiation from the other zones on the hohlra
wall balance the radiative loss into the hohlraum cavity a
the diffusive loss into the hohlraum wall.

The term*sTw
4 (r )cosu dV is calculated in a way very

similar to the view-factor integration used for determinin
the radiation incident on the capsule. Figure 4 shows a sc
matic representation of this algorithm, where the incide
radiation intensity at a given pointP on the hohlraum wall is
determined by tracing rays over all solid angles and su
ming the relative brightness detected from each direction.

FIG. 4. Schematic of the view-factor algorithm used by the codeBUTTERCUP

to calculate radiation transfer within the hohlraum. The x-ray flux inciden
each pointP on the wall is determined by integrating the visible brightne
Be over a hemisphere of solid angle. The low-albedo capsule acts effect
as a shield, blocking the radiation transfer between opposite sections o
hohlraum wall.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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course, the LEHs do not contribute anything to the incom
radiation and the low-albedo capsule acts effectively a
shield, blocking the radiation transfer between opposite s
tions of the hohlraum wall. If there were no capsule prese
the spherical geometry would provide perfect radiation u
formity incident on every point of the wall not directl
heated by a laser source, regardless of the spatial emis
distribution or the size of the LEHs, as long as the spec
brightness is independent of angle~i.e., Lambertian! as is the
case for blackbody radiation.27 This makes tetrahedral hoh
raums particularly well suited for nonimplosion experimen
that require a uniform x-ray source for driving foils or oth
packages mounted on the hohlraum wall.

Here, as in Sec. II, the emitted wall brightness is taken
besTw

4 (r )/p, independent of angle. This is probably a go
assumption except at very early times when the steep gr
ent ofTw within the wall ~see Fig. 5 below! results in differ-
ent angles viewing different values ofTw at about one optica
depth into the wall. An angle-dependent brightness could
added to the model.

It is instructive to compare Eq.~6b! with Eq. ~3a!, ob-
tained for the simpler model of Sec. II. The radiation sou
term of Eq. ~6b! may be written assTR

4(r ), defining an
effective hohlraum temperatureTR(r ) as seen by a pointr on
the wall that is analogous toTr of Sec. II. Generally the
spatial dependence ofTR(r ) is weak: as stated previously
TR(r ) would be independent ofr for a spherical hohlraum in
the absence of a capsule. This provides justification for
use of a singleTr in Sec. II to describe the radiation field i
the cavity. It is also possible to define a local albedoa2(r )
[12b2(r ) by requiringb2(r )sTR

4(r ) to equal~21! times
the first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~6b!, i.e., the
diffusive loss into the wall. With these definitions, the flux
x rays emitted into the hohlraum cavity becomes

sTw
4 5a2~r !sTR

4~r !1h l I l~r !, ~7!

which compares closely with the right-hand side of Eq.~3a!.
The first model can thus be expected to best match the
ond model ifaw is taken to be the average ofa2(r ) over the
hohlraum wall.

An example of the nonlinear heat wave~Marshak
wave31! described by Eq.~6! is shown in Fig. 5, for an unir-
radiated section of the gold wall. Here the wave is plotted
100 ps intervals for an illustrative calculation in which
hohlraum is driven by a 1 nssquare pulse. The penetratio
rate is commonly approximated as being proportional
At,29,31,32 although this approximation breaks down wh
blowoff and other effects are included.16,29 Even after the
laser is turned off, the radiation continues to diffuse into
wall; however, much of the energy in the radiation fie
within the hohlraum cavity leaks out through the LEHs, lo
ering the temperature at the boundary surface. Note that
not necessary to calculate the albedo explicitly in this mod
the radiation emitted into the hohlraum from each bound
cell is given directly from theTw there assTw

4 .
With the temperatureTw defined at each point on th

hohlraum wall, it is straightforward to predict what the e
perimentally measured radiation temperatureTr will be as a
function of time. For the tetrahedral hohlraum experime
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on OMEGA,Tr(t) was measured with the multichannel so
x-ray diagnostic Dante.33 This looked directly through one o
the LEHs, viewing a combination of laser spots and unir
diated wall, representative of what the capsule should
and thus eliminating the need for ‘‘albedo corrections.’34

For a 22.0 kJ PS22 drive shot~i.e., a shot without a capsule!,
the theoretical and experimental temperatures were in c
agreement, as shown in Fig. 6.11 The data are from a scale
1.2 tetrahedral hohlraum with 500mm radius LEHs~larger
than the 350mm LEHs used for the optimized implosions!.
For theBUTTERCUPcalculation, the experimentally measure
SBS ~stimulated Brillouin backscatter! fraction of 6% was
taken out of the input laser energy. The close agreement
experiment indicates that the basic hohlraum energetics
be accurately modeled withBUTTERCUP’s relatively simple
combination of diffusion and view-factor calculations.

By this method of performing multiple 1-D diffusion
calculations on a 2-D grid covering the hohlraum wall, a
coupling them together through view-factor radiation tran
port, BUTTERCUP provides a 3-D description of the time

FIG. 5. Wall temperatureTw as a function of distance into the gold wal
plotted at 100 ps intervals throughout a 1 ns square-pulse drive shot. Fo
duration of the laser pulse, the temperature at the boundary rises a
Marshak radiation wave propagates into the hohlraum wall; it then decre
as the wall cools after the laser is turned off.

FIG. 6. Hohlraum radiation temperatureTr as a function of time for a 22.0
kJ PS22 drive experiment with 500mm radius LEHs. TheLASNEX predic-
tions ~dotted curve! and the experimental data~solid curve! measured by the
Dante multichannel, soft x-ray diagnostic are taken from Ref. 11. T
dashed curve is theBUTTERCUP calculation, with the input laser powerPlas

adjusted for the experimental SBS backscatter fraction of 6%.
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dependent radiation uniformity on the capsule. This
proach allows remarkably rapid simulations witho
sacrificing physical accuracy. Since fully 3-D radiatio
hydrodynamics codes typically take hundreds of CPU ho
to do a single simulation on even the fastest supercompu
pseudo-3D calculations like those presented in this pa
will be increasingly valuable. The speed ofBUTTERCUPalso
provides the ability to perform multiple simulations with di
ferent hohlraum parameters, making the code an ideal
for developing new target designs.

The evaluation of the effects on uniformity of pointin
errors and beam imbalance provides a good example of
type of problem for whichBUTTERCUP is ideally suited.35

With each point on the hohlraum wall being modeled ind
pendently, the computational overhead associated w
changing the beam pointings and energies is very small, e
though the tetrahedral symmetry is lost.

One limitation of the model is the assumption of an id
alized blackbody radiation spectrum. For example, it wo
not be correct to treatM-band radiation from multi-
kiloelectron volt laser-heated plasma with Eq.~6!, which
emits blackbody radiation into the hohlraum with the te
perature of the dense wall plasma. Here, following Eq.~3c!,
it would be reasonable to assume that half of this radiatio
emitted into the hohlraum and half is lost in the wall~with
aw8 50!. The flux and uniformity ofM-band radiation on the
capsule could nevertheless be calculated with the mode
Sec. II usingaw8 50 and takingh l8 to give the observed
emission ofM-band radiation from the hohlraum wall.

We conclude this section by demonstrating that
simple energy-balance model described in Sec. II provide
remarkably accurate description of the radiation tempera
Tr(t) when given a single, spatially averaged albedo a
function of time. This may be seen from Fig. 7, which plo
Tr(t) for ~a! the initial design~1 ns square pulse! and~b! the
optimized design~PS22 shaped pulse!. The solid curves cor-
respond to the more accurate wall-diffusion model and
dashed curves to the energy-balance model. Here we us
spatially averaged albedo~dotted curves! calculated by the
wall-diffusion model as input for the energy-balance mod
For both cases the albedo rises rapidly to about 0.8. For
duration of the laser pulse, the two models agree v
closely, suggesting a close equilibrium between the incid
laser power and the radiation field. After the laser pulse en
the albedo becomes greater than unity since the cooling
emits more energy than it absorbs. This is also the poin
which the energy-balance model breaks down completely
thebw in Eq. ~2! becomes negative, the left-hand side of E
~2! becomes zero, and the wall acts like a radiation sou
rather than a sink.

IV. CAPSULE IMPLOSIONS

Given the 3-D, time-dependent radiation field incide
on the capsule,BUTTERCUPalso provides a pseudo-3D mod
of the actual hydrodynamic capsule implosion within a t
rahedral~or cylindrical! hohlraum. For a given x-ray drive
intensityI r(u,f,t) on the surface of the capsule, the incide
radiation is treated as a blackbody spectrum and depos
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into the plastic shell in multiple energy and angular grou
Like the pseudo-3D treatment of the gold wall, the capsule
modeled as a collection of 1-D calculations, each with
own radiation source term. However, unlike the treatmen
the gold wall~where just the Rosseland opacity is used!, the
radiation transport within the capsule plasma is modeled
greater detail using multigroup opacities.36

Each angular wedge of the capsule is modeled a
spherically symmetric problem with 1-D Lagrangian hydr
dynamics. About 100 material zones are typically used in
radial direction, with roughly half in the shell and half in th
fuel. The radiation energy from the hohlraum wall is depo
ited in the CH plasma using anSN algorithm, which divides
the incident radiation into different angular groups,37 as is
represented by Fig. 8. The x rays that are nearly norma
the surface penetrate deeper into the shell, while the hig
angle x rays deposit the majority of their energy closer to
outside of the capsule. Since opacities are often quite se
tive to photon energy, the Planckian spectrum from the ho
raum wall is divided into multiple frequency groups, ea
containing a fraction of the blackbody radiation fluxsTr

4 and
each penetrating the plastic shell to a different depth.

BUTTERCUPmodels the capsule implosion by solving th
1-D spherical Lagrangian hydrodynamic equations, inclu
ing electron thermal diffusion and multigroup radiation d
fusion within the capsule. The basic hydrodynamic equati
in a spherically symmetric geometry are37

FIG. 7. Hohlraum radiation temperatureTr as a function of time for two
implosion experiments:~a! scale-1 hohlraum with a 30 kJ, 1 ns square pu
~initial design!; ~b! scale-1.2 hohlraum with a 24.6 kJ, PS22 shaped pu
~optimized design!. The wall-diffusion model produced the solid curves a
a time-dependent, spatially averaged albedo, defined here as the total p
radiated from the hohlraum wall divided by the total radiative power in
dent on the wall~dotted curve!; this albedo was then used as input in th
energy-balance model to give the dashed curves.
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]r

]t
5v,

]v
]t

524pr 2
]

]m
~P1Q!, ~8!

]e

]t
524p

]

]m
~r 2v !@P1Q#,

whereP is the hydrodynamic fluid pressure,Q is the ‘‘arti-
ficial viscous stress,’’r andv are the position and velocity o
Lagrangian zone markers, and]m is the differential mass
element. For each step of the calculation,P and the specific
energye ~ergs/g! are determined from theSESAME equation-
of-state tables.38 The electron thermal diffusion is calculate
using

]

]t
~re!52“"Qe5“"~k0“Te!, ~9!

whereTe is the electron temperature, here assumed to be
same as the ion temperatureTi , andk0 is the thermal diffu-
sion coefficient, a function of the temperature, density, a
ionization of the plasma.

The multigroup radiation transport is modeled in tw
steps: first by angularSN absorption from the hohlraum wa
and then with a mean-free-path diffusion approximat
within the capsule. The absorption is determined39 by the
opacity kn8 corrected for stimulated emission@kn85kn(1
2e2hn/kT)# and the incident intensityI n for each frequency
group:

dIn

ds
52kn8I n , ~10!

wheres measures distance in the appropriate direction. Th
in a region of constant opacity,I n falls off exponentially. The
internal diffusion equation, including emission and reabso
tion, is

]Un

]t
2“"~Dn¹Un!5ckn8@UnP2Un#, ~11!

FIG. 8. Multiple angular groups used to model radiation absorption in
capsule shell. X rays with small angles of incidenceua penetrate deeper into
the ablating plasma, while higher-angle groups deposit their energy clos
the outside of the capsule.
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where Un is the spectral radiation energy densi
~ergs/cm3/unit frequency!, UnP is the Planckian radiation en
ergy density for a given temperature,Dn is the frequency-
dependent diffusion constant (5c/3kn8), andc is the speed
of light.

BUTTERCUPuses opacity data from the Los Alamos A
trophysical Tables,36 which include opacities for values o
hn/kT between 0.001 25 and 30 000. For the small num
of points outside this regime, the data are interpolated
tween the cold opacity and the closest known tabular op
ity. As shown in Fig. 9~a!, the peak x-ray power absorptio
during the laser pulse occurs in the shell near the stee
density gradient, unlike direct-drive implosions where t
laser energy is deposited in the plasma corona and mus
transported inward toward the ablation front. Even after
laser pulse ends, the hohlraum still provides significant
diation drive, penetrating deep into the ablating shell.

Indirect-drive capsule implosions involve both radiati
and shock heating in addition to the adiabatic heating
cooling of the plasma.40 The velocity of the shock front,
defined as the point of maximum artificial viscous pressu
is shown as a function of time in Fig. 9~b!, a negative value
indicating convergence inward. The first shock is driven
the;150 eV radiation temperature produced during the f
portion of the laser pulse. When it breaks out on the inside
the plastic shell, it experiences ‘‘velocity multiplication,’’
general phenomenon that occurs whenever a shock w

e

to

FIG. 9. ~a! Evolution of 1-D Lagrangian interface markers during a PS
implosion with 50 atm of DD fuel inside a standard Nova capsule. T
region of peak x-ray power absorption closely follows the steepest den
gradient in the ablating shell for the duration of the laser pulse. The das
curve shows the trajectory of a thin shell predicted by the 0-D rocket mo
~b! Velocity of the shock front propagating through the capsule as a func
of time. The first shock breaks out from the shell into the DD fuel at 1.5
and converges on the origin at 2.6 ns, followed by the second shock
vergence at 2.9 ns. Stagnation and bang time, the time at which the ne
production rateẎ peaks, occur att;3 ns.
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crosses a boundary from a denser material to a lighter m
rial. Figure 9~b! shows that the shock speed jumps from
3106 to 1.23107 cm/s aroundt51.4 ns. Then, as the radia
tion drive from the hohlraum increases near the peak of
laser pulse, the shell and fuel accelerate inward until 2.6
when the first spherical shock wave converges at the or
and sends a reverse shock outward through the fuel. At
ns, this reflected shock meets the imploding plastic sh
which continues to converge until stagnation around 3.0

The point of stagnation closely corresponds to the p
core temperature and also to the time of peak neutron
duction, referred to as the ‘‘bang time.’’ The density a
temperature profiles of the core at bang time are show
Fig. 10, plotted as functions of distance from the caps
center. The results shown are from a standard PS22 cap
implosion att53.0 ns, with the DD fuel assembled in a ho
central region surrounded by the cold, dense plastic sh
The radius of the fuel–pusher interface isRf523mm, giving
a convergence ratio ofCR;10.

BUTTERCUP calculates the neutron yield from th
D~D,n)3He reaction using Hively’s formulas for Maxwellia
distributions.41 Since this reaction is so strongly depende
on temperature,42 almost the entire yield occurs during
short ~;200 ps! time when the fuel reaches its maximu
temperature and density. Figure 11 shows this nuclear b

FIG. 10. Temperature and density profiles for the DD fuel and surround
CH ablator in the capsule core at bang time~3.0 ns!, which closely corre-
sponds to hydrodynamic stagnation. The fuel is assembled in a small
region of low-density gas surrounded by the colder, dense plastic pu
The convergence ratio~Ri /Rf for the CH–DD interface! for this PS22 im-
plosion is about 10.

FIG. 11. D~D,n)3He fusion yield as a function of time for a standard im
plosion driven with PS22. Also shown are the average fuel temperature
the radius of the fuel–pusher interface. The very strong temperature de
dence of the fusion rate results in almost all neutron production occur
within about 200 ps.
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profile as a function of time for a standard PS22 implos
with a bang time of 3.0 ns. The ‘‘foot’’ of the neutron puls
corresponds to the second spherical shock converging a
origin, as shown in Fig. 9~b!, which raises the average fue
temperature to 0.7 keV. This is followed by the peak co
pression and stagnation, when most of the neutrons are
duced. After bang time, the core rapidly cools by therm
and radiative diffusion into the surrounding cold material,
well as through adiabatic expansion.

The spherical uniformity of capsule implosions is fr
quently assessed by comparing the experimental fus
yields to those predicted by a purely one-dimensional ca
lation. Usually referred to as ‘‘yield over clean’’~YOC!, this
ratio provides an indication of how the capsule’s 3-D dist
tion affects the neutron yield and thus the success of
implosion.43,44 The cause of core distortion may be unde
stood on a very simple level. Following Wallace,45 the im-
plosion velocity scales as

Vimp}Tr
1.5}I r

3/8, ~12!

so for a peak-to-valley variation in drive uniformity of 10%
~typical for s rms52.5%!, there should be a peak-to-valle
difference of about 4% for the implosion velocity. For
convergence ratio of 10, this means that at the point of ma
mum compression, the core distortion—as measured bya/b,
the ratio of major to minor axes—will be 1.56. For a pea
to-valley difference of 2% in drive uniformity, however, th
resulting core distortion will be only 1.07, or nearly roun
For a high-convergence capsule with the same drive uni
mity andCr530, a/b51.28. While this model is conceptu
ally helpful to understanding the relation between drive u
formity, convergence, and core distortion, we find that
generally overpredicts the values fora/b. This is probably
because it omits the deceleration and stagnation cause
the gas pressure of the compressed fuel, as well as 3-D
drodynamic smoothing effects that take place during the
plosion, causing the relation in Eq.~12! to break down.

BUTTERCUP uses a pseudo-3D algorithm to model mo
accurately the effects of nonuniform drive on a capsule
plosion and thus predict the core deformation as well as
neutron yield degradation. Just as the hohlraum wall is m
eled in pseudo-3D by coupling a large number of 1-D cal
lations, the capsule is modeled by performing many 1
spherical implosion calculations at the same time and c
pling them together. As with earlier work that investigat
deviations from uniform spherical implosions using
spherical-harmonic expansion,46 this approach is best suite
to implosions that are close to spherically symmetric.

To divide the capsule into multiple 1-D wedges of equ
solid angle, we take advantage of the unique dodecahe
symmetry of the OMEGA target chamber. As mention
previously, the 60 laser beams can be divided into 12 gro
of 5 independent beams. Only these 5 beams need to
explicitly modeled in the hohlraum; the other 11 groups c
be added by rotating the original group, greatly simplifyin
the 3-D problem. Similarly, the spherical capsule can be
vided into 12 pentagonal wedges, all interchangea
through transformations in the dodecahedral rotatio
group. Figure 12 shows schematically how the sphere is
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vided into pentagonal wedges, only one of which is actua
modeled. This wedge corresponds to one group of five la
beams and a section of the hohlraum wall including one-th
of a LEH.

The pentagonal wedge of the capsule is then divided
triangular slices, each with the same solid angle and all c
verging at the same origin. For convenient division into sy
metric wedges, 10, 30, or 90 triangular slices are typica
used. All of these slices are modeled simultaneously with
spherical 1-D Lagrangian hydrodynamic model describ
previously. Each has a unique radiation-drive input, de
mined by the dynamic model of the hohlraum wall and t
3-D view-factor radiation transport. For most tetrahedral i
plosions, the radiation drive can be thought of as nearly u
form, with a small, time-dependentY32 perturbation. This
will in turn cause a nearly spherical implosion, withY32

variations in the hydrodynamic variables throughout the c
sule. This is very convenient since the spherical harmo
functions are solutions to the angular portion of the diffus
equation in a spherical geometry:47

]

]t
f ~r ,u,f,t !5“"D~r !“ f ~r ,u,f,t !. ~13!

For short timesDt, over which the diffusion constantD(r )
can be treated as static, solutions are eigenfunctions of
form

f ~r ,u,f,Dt !5R~r ,Dt !Ur~u,f,Dt !, ~14!

where

Ur~u,f,Dt !5(
l ,m

clmYlm~u,f!expF2 l ~ l 11!

r 2 D~r !Dt G
~15!

and R(r ,Dt) is calculated with the 1-D spherical hydrod
namics of Eqs.~8!–~11!. In BUTTERCUP, f (r ,u,f,t) repre-
sents either the electron temperature or the energy densi
a radiation group, and Eq.~15! is used to calculate its evo
lution over short periods of timeDt. For tetrahedral hohl-
raums on OMEGA, only theYlm(u,f) spherical-harmonic
functions with dodecahedral symmetry will have nonzero
efficients in the sum. Just as theY32 moment dominates the

FIG. 12. Geometry used byBUTTERCUPto model a 3-D capsule implosion in
a tetrahedral hohlraum on OMEGA. Using the natural dodecahedral s
metry, the spherical target is divided into 12 pentagonal-shaped wed
Each wedge contains one-third of a LEH and five independent laser be
This pentagonal wedge of the capsule is in turn divided into multiple tri
gular wedges of equal solid angle. Each triangular wedge is modeled w
single 1-D hydrodynamic calculation and is then coupled to neighbo
wedges.
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radiation incident on the capsule, it is also the primary te
in the angular diffusion equation and typically the only ter
explicitly calculated.

For the angular portion of each 3-D diffusion step, t
Lagrangian hydrodynamic variables are projected onto
orthogonal, Eulerian-type grid. This allowsBUTTERCUP to
solve Eq.~15! for each concentric spherical shell of materia
as opposed to lateral diffusion between Lagrangian zo
with the same radial index that may be located at differ
physical radii. After the angular diffusion calculation, th
new values of the temperature are projected back onto
pseudo-3D Lagrangian grid. This alternates with the sepa
1-D hydrodynamic calculations~including diffusion in ther
direction! that change the values ofR(r ) andD(r ) for each
angular zone, which are then used as input for the next it
tion of the 3-D diffusion calculation. In this way, the trian
gular slices of the capsule are coupled to produce
pseudo-3D implosion simulation.

Since this algorithm does not include lateral mass tra
port, it cannot model more complicated 3-D phenomena l
shock dispersion and hydrodynamic instabilities. Furth
more, since the converging radiation shock wave is not p
fectly spherical, there can be sharp discontinuities in the
drodynamic variables as the wave front propagates thro
the material. At a given radius near the shock front, so
material may be cold and uncompressed, while the mate
in a neighboring zone may have been heated and compre
by the shock. At this point, the assumption of a smoothY32

perturbation in the temperature breaks down; however,
the tetrahedral hohlraum implosions performed on OMEG
we find that this pseudo-3D model provides reasonable
dictions for experimental observations.

Specifically,BUTTERCUPwas used to model a set of re
cent experiments on the OMEGA laser that utilized tetra
dral hohlraums to achieve high-convergence implosions.48,49

Indirect-drive capsules with convergence ratios as high
20–30 have been shot previously on Nova43 and OMEGA50

in cylindrical geometry, typically giving YOC measuremen
of 5%–25%. By using the improved drive uniformity avai
able with tetrahedral hohlraums, it was hoped to elimin
the effects of low-order nonuniformity on the fusion-yie
degradation. For the first series of high-convergence tetra
dral experiments conducted in September 1998 and repo
in Refs. 48 and 49, convergence ratios of about 10–20 w
achieved, with values of YOC similar to earlier results usi
cylindrical targets with the same convergence. The hi
convergence capsules were designed by varying the in
DD fill pressure, with lower-pressure capsules giving high
convergence. The experiment used 550-mm-diam capsules
with 55 mm CH shells filled with 50, 25, and 8 atm of DD
gas, corresponding to theoretical convergence ratios of 9,
and 16, respectively. They were driven with all 60 OMEG
beams with pulse shape PS22, delivering 21–25 kJ of
light into the hohlraum.

Figure 13~a! shows how the predicted neutron yields a
convergence ratios depend on the DD fill pressure. Lo
pressure capsules not only converge to a smaller radius
they also reach higher core temperatures, leading to hig
fusion yields even with significantly less fuel.BUTTERCUP’s
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yield predictions with 3-D effects included are also show
As expected, for higher-convergence implosions, the p
dicted 3-D yields are lower with greater degradation from
1-D prediction. Figure 13~b! shows a plot of YOC versus
convergence ratio, including both experimental49 and pre-
dicted YOC. A quantitative summary of the predicted resu
is presented in Table I.

We believe that the major mechanism for yield degra
tion in the pseudo-3D model is the thermal transport of
ergy away from the area of the fuel that is heated earlies
the implosion. As in the 1-D simulation, the fuel temperatu
increases significantly as the first and second shock wa
converge on the origin, but with the 3-D simulation, th
occurs at different times for different fuel wedges. As so
as the strongly driven regions of the capsule heat up, t
transfer their thermal energy to cooler neighboring zon
Not only does this reduce the yield of the hotter zones, bu
also reduces the potential yield of the cooler zones by

FIG. 13. ~a! Predicted 1-D and pseudo-3D yields and convergence ratio
function of DD fuel pressure;~b! 3-D yield degradation~solid line! as a
function of calculated convergence ratio, along with experimental meas
ments of these yields~Ref. 49!. The theoretical yield degradation accoun
only for effects caused by drive nonuniformity and not hydrodynamic ins
bilities. The experimental YOC values were based on experimental yi
and 1-DBUTTERCUP predictions.
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creasing their adiabat and making an efficient implos
more difficult to achieve. The higher-convergence capsu
(CR;20) had the higher 1-D temperature predictions (Ti

51650 eV) but also experienced a greater reduction in c
temperature due to 3-D effects~,70% of 1-D temperature!,
which is clearly reflected in the degraded yield predictio
~YOC517%!.

The preliminary experimental data of Fig. 13~b! seem to
exhibit a more rapid falloff with convergence ratio than t
BUTTERCUPcalculations, although a larger data set is need
to quantify this. It appears thatBUTTERCUPcan explain only
some of the YOC reduction at higherCR . The comparison
suggests that, even with the best drive uniformity, hohlra
capsules are still susceptible to asymmetric shock con
gence and other 3-D effects like Rayleigh–Taylor instab
ties associated with physical defects caused during ta
manufacturing. Future experiments will hopefully help
identify the relative importance of irradiation nonuniformi
and hydrodynamic instabilities.

V. X-RAY POSTPROCESSOR

One of the traditional ways11,44,51–53to assess hohlraum
drive uniformity is simply to implode a capsule and look
the shape of the core: round indicates good uniformity a
elliptical ~in a cylindrical hohlraum! or triangular~in a tetra-
hedral hohlraum! indicates poor uniformity. Experimentally
this can be done with a time-resolved x-ray-framing cam
or with a time-integrated pinhole camera at high magnifi
tion. A pinhole camera with filtering chosen to absorb sof
rays automatically selects the bang-time image since
x-ray film detects mainly the high-intensity emission fro
the hottest part of the capsule. Since the fuel is usually
much hotter than the surrounding plastic shell, the act
shape of the fuel core tends to be well highlighted. In so
instances, in order to improve the x-ray imaging, a sm
amount of high-Z gas such as argon or neon is added to
fuel, emitting higher-energy x rays at the same temperat
A thin film of beryllium is typically used as a filter on eithe
camera to block out the low-energy radiation~&2 keV! com-
ing from the pusher region.

BUTTERCUP creates an image of the imploded core
analyzing the results of its hydrodynamic calculation with
3-D radiation postprocessor. The first step is to reconst
the entire capsule by copying and rotating the single p
tagonal wedge modeled byBUTTERCUP11 times, piecing to-

a

e-

-
s

TABLE I. Summary ofBUTTERCUP1-D and 3-D predictions for the convergence ratio (CR), neutron yield~Y!,
peak temperature~T!, peak areal density (rR), core distortion (a/b), and yield-over-clean~YOC! ratio for
capsule implosions driven by a PS22 laser pulse. Predictions ofCR and peakrR are similar for 1-D or 3-D
calculations.

DD fill
~atm! CR

Y(3-D)
(108)

Y(1-D)
(108)

Peak T~3-D!
~eV!

Peak T~1-D!
~eV!

PeakrR
~mg/cm2! a/b

YOC
~theory!

4 20.5 0.64 3.7 1125 1650 5.8 1.20 17%
8 16.2 1.1 5.1 1150 1525 7.1 1.14 21%

15 13.0 1.5 5.2 1075 1350 8.7 1.12 28%
25 11.0 1.6 4.2 1000 1175 10.0 1.11 37%
50 9.0 1.1 2.1 825 900 12.6 1.06 51%
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gether the 12 sections of a dodecahedron. This produc
complete three-dimensional model of the capsule, which
then rotated to give the correct orientation with respect to
x-ray camera. The complicated 3-D Lagrangian mesh can
projected onto a 2-D image by ray-tracing a grid of para
lines through the 3-D capsule. Along the path of each r
BUTTERCUP solves the multigroup radiation-transpo
equation,39 which is similar to Eq.~10!, except now with an
additional source term I nP, the blackbody intensity
~erg/s/cm2/unit frequency!:

dIn

ds
5kn8~ I nP2I n!. ~16!

Figure 14 shows a schematic of this procedure, including
Be filter and the x-ray film. The complicated 3-D mesh po
trayed in this picture was constructed by connecting the c
ters of all adjacent Lagrangian zones, where each individ
zone has the shape of a triangular prism. Upon exiting
capsule, each ray on the 2-D grid will have its own x-r
intensity spectrum over the range of relevant freque
groups. This spectrum is in turn filtered by the berylliu
~using cold opacities at solid density! and then integrated to
give a single intensity point on the x-ray film. The resultin
postprocessed image can then be directly compared with
perimental data, either time averaged or time resolved.

Figure 15 shows the simulated x-ray image of a stand
PS22 implosion at bang time. Qualitatively this image
very similar to the experimental image of Fig. 3~b!: both
appear round to within experimental error. It should be no
that the formation of this projected image provides an app
ent smoothing of the actual 3-D distortion. For this image
calculated ‘‘a/b ratio,’’ defined as the maximum-to
minimum ratio of the radii of the 50%-intensity contour,
1.02, while thea/b ratio of the fuel–pusher interface is 1.0
The reduction from 1.06 to 1.02 could be caused by geom
ric projection effects or by the nonuniform temperature d
tribution within the fuel, with the ‘‘corners’’ of the
tetrahedral-shaped core being colder and thus not emittin
strongly.

FIG. 14. Algorithm for simulating experimental x-ray images. A multigro
x-ray postprocessor solves the radiation transport equation along rays t
through the 3-D Lagrangian grid of the capsule. A 5 mil ~127-mm! beryllium
filter is used to remove low-energy signals coming from the colder pla
shell, giving a view of only the hot central fuel region.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

Tetrahedral hohlraums have been proposed as an a
native approach to ignition in indirect-drive ICF. Recent e
periments on the OMEGA laser have confirmed the p
dicted radiation drive uniformity (s rms,1%) incident on an
imploding capsule. To further understand these implosio
the view-factor codeBUTTERCUP has been expanded to in
clude a 3-D, time-dependent treatment of the radiation dif
sion into the gold wall and the radiation transport in t
hohlraum.BUTTERCUP models the hydrodynamic implosio
of the capsule by dividing it into many triangular wedges
equal solid angle, each undergoing a 1-D implosion driv
by a different incident radiation source. These individual c
culations are coupled together with 3-D thermal and rad
tion diffusion. Finally, an x-ray postprocessor is used
simulate an image of the imploded core.

The wall-diffusion model predicts a time-depende
radiation-drive temperature that agrees closely with exp
mental measurements from Dante. Additionally,BUTTERCUP

is able to calculate a time-dependent albedo, which in t
can be used in a simple energy-balance equation to estim
radiation-drive temperatures. The hydrodynamic implos
calculations have provided valuable insight into the phys
of indirect-drive ICF capsule implosions. Given the simpli
ity of the implosion model, predicted bang times as well
nuclear fusion yields are in reasonable agreement with th
seen in the experiments. Pseudo-3D calculations sugges
for high-convergence implosions, one potential cause
yield degradation is the asymmetric shock convergence s
the fuel is not heated as efficiently as in a perfectly spher
implosion. The 3-D x-ray postprocessor has shown that
perimental images of the imploded capsule underestimate
actual level of core distortion.

These results show that, despite its relative simplic
BUTTERCUP has already provided some critical new unde
standing of the connection between theory and experimen
hohlraum implosions. Finally, the pseudo-3D methods
scribed in this paper will likely be useful for developing an
testing the more sophisticated, fully three-dimensional co

ced

icFIG. 15. A postprocessed simulation of the x-ray image of the implod
core corresponding to Fig. 3~b!, integrated over a 200 ps window aroun
bang time. Thea/b ratio of major to minor axes~1.02! is measured from the
50% contour of absolute x-ray intensity.
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that are needed to provide detailed modeling of ignit
hohlraums on the NIF.
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